Meeting Notes

Attendees:

Steven Schlewitt, SWAN  Ian Nosek, SWAN  Rudy Host, SWAN
Marcos Arellano  Rebecca Bartlett  Marcia Burton
James Holy  Laura Hayes  Matthew Hennessy
Laura Kissel  Sean Luster  Andrew Murgas
Ahren Sievers  Lynette Singh  Ann Stovall
Catherine Synowicz  Vickie Totton  Ross Valentine
Shenetta Van Pelt  Julia Wojcik  Christine Sporleder
Rafal Radomski

1. Call to Order and Welcome
2. Introductions
3. SWAN IT Updates
   a. Downtime Report
   b. SWAN Infrastructure Upgrade Project
   c. Overnight Maintenance & Reports
   d. Mobile Platforms and BLUECloud Mobile
      i. Note: Many libraries expressed interest, but cost is a significant concern
      ii. Note: Demos and demo materials requested (INS)
   e. Symphony 3.5.3 Upgrade
4. WorkFlows 3.5.3 Installer Walkthrough
   i. Note: Concerns were expressed over exclusion of NotePad++
5. Aliased Email Addresses*
6. Open Forum Discussions
   a. Web Content Filtering
i. Note: Other libraries are using SonicWalls, OpenDNS, and Fox Filter

b. Microsoft SharePoint
   i. Note: Other libraries are using this for staff schedule tracking

c. ILA Conference Vendors*

d. Other Discussions
   i. Note: Question over status of BLUECloud Circ
       1. Nothing to report currently
   ii. Note: Question over tracking of materials on display
       1. CollectionHQ was a suggested solution
   iii. Report of issue with function keys in WorkFlows
       1. Suggestion of clearing user profile